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Abstract

Purpose – The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the use of historical building performance data to identify potential issues with the build quality and operation of a building, as a means of narrowing the scope of in-depth further review.

Design/methodology/approach – The response of a room to the difference between internal and external temperatures is used to demonstrate patterns in thermal response across monitored rooms in a single building, to clearly show where rooms are under-performing in terms of their ability to retain heat during unconditioned hours. This procedure is applied to three buildings of different types, identifying the scope and limitation of this method and indicating areas of building performance deficiency.

Findings – The response of a single space to changing internal and external temperatures can be used to determine whether it responds differently to other monitored buildings. Spaces where thermal bridging and changes in use from design were encountered exhibit noticeably different responses.

Research limitations/implications – Application of this methodology is limited to buildings where temperature monitoring is undertaken both internally for a variety of spaces, and externally, and where knowledge of the uses of monitored spaces is available. Naturally ventilated buildings would be more suitable for analysis using this method.
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1. Introduction

Management of a building’s operational performance for the purpose of providing a comfortable environment for its occupants is one of the primary aims of facilities management (FM). The inhabitants of a building are its end-users, and those who are most likely to notice when a particular aspect of its environmental conditioning is not performing to specification. In addition to occupant feedback, the most commonly used method of monitoring building performance is through use of building management systems (BMS), comprising a network of sensors, actuators and control systems for the conditioning systems, with access to records of various aspects of a building’s performance. The modern BMS is used to control systems for optimal energy use and occupant comfort, indicating current performance of equipment and spaces; however, review of historic information to support energy-use reduction efforts is less likely to occur, though becoming more common (Arditi et al., 2015).

Making use of the amount of information generated by a building throughout its day-to-day operation provides the opportunity to explore patterns of energy consumption, variation of temperature in response to internal gains and external weather, and the ability to identify where potential improvements may be made. While this may not be considered “big data”, the amount of energy used in the heating of non-domestic buildings within the UK accounts for 50 per cent of the total energy consumption by these buildings (Waters et al., 2015). During 2010, the UK commercial offices used over 14,000 GWh, of which even small improvement in holistic building performance could yield significant reduction.

Identifying where improvements could be made here is possible at small scale using data collected during building use and continuous commissioning taking account of changing needs for heating, cooling and ventilation. Exploration and analysis of basic data sets describing building performance is commonly used to identify patterns of use, but analysis of these to provide insight into long-term trends imperceptible to visual inspection may provide a valuable source of intelligence in the management and improvement of ongoing building performance. As monitoring becomes more commonplace (Ahmad et al., 2016; Clements-Croome and Johnstone, 2013), the opportunities to do so increase, and so does the availability of data sets to indicate where improvements could be made.

1.1 The performance gap

The difference between how a building should perform according to its design specifications and how it does perform is widely known as the “performance gap”. The reasons for this gap have been extensively researched (Bordass et al., 2001; Menezes et al., 2012; Zero Carbon Hub, 2014), leading to a greater understanding of the interaction between user and building, methods of providing a comfortable internal environment and education of the occupant to make effective use of a building and its controls. These factors are changeable through behavioural modification and changes to operational strategies (Martínez-Molina et al., 2016), whereas less behaviourally modifiable reasons such as the reduced quality of as-built
fabric are more difficult to identify or change following construction (Way and Bordass, 2005). In the report by Zero Carbon Hub (2014), among all potential reasons for this “gap”, build quality is included, of which four priorities were targeted to reduce discrepancy between prediction and use. These were:

- limited understanding by the designers of the requirements for a thermally efficient building (particularly in regard to detailing);
- procurement of inadequately skilled labour, resulting in poorly finished detailing, leading to air tightness and thermal bridging issues;
- substitution of products on-site leading to less thermally efficient materials and improvised modifications detrimental to fabric performance; and
- poor fabric installation potentially raising the U-value by up to 250 per cent (Hens et al., 2007).

Research by Theodosiou and Papadopoulos (2008) showed that thermal bridging contributed to greater heat losses than otherwise encountered in spaces without such construction defects. Doran and Carr (2008) demonstrated that following retrofitting of insulation in poorly insulated residential buildings, the internal and external temperature difference increased by approximately 0.5°C. These studies examine in depth the effects of thermal bridging and insulation on space temperatures, but both required extensive investigation and monitoring of specific elements within those spaces, and therefore, there is a significant amount of effort in implementation and analysis (White, 1989). These investigations may be considered a form of post-occupancy evaluation (POE), where instead of using long-term building performance data, short-term yet high-resolution monitoring is used to determine fabric-element performance. In these studies, the amount of heat lost through these thermal bridges is often greater than expected (Marincioni et al., 2015), but slight variation in building fabric quality may not be shown through visual inspection of records without access to thermal imaging equipment.

1.2 Post occupancy evaluation

Investigation of monitored building-performance information can provide a means of understanding of the reasons behind why a building performs as it does, indicating potential faults and opportunities for improvement (Menezes et al., 2012). The process of investigating this data, among evaluation of the ways in which the building is used and how its occupants feel within it, is the purpose of POE, with a view to better managing building-systems operation for improvement in efficacy and in many cases managing occupant expectations (Brown and Cole, 2009). In the UK, POE has been referenced in recent initiatives to improve in-use operational efficiency as part of a Soft Landings policy (Way et al., 2009), but while the handover of a building and proper operation of its systems contribute to the overall performance of the building, the buildings fabric plays a large part in this performance. Most POE studies identify the factors contributing towards poor building energy performance (Bordass et al., 2001), demonstrating the main reason in most cases to be improper use of the building systems and spaces (Pegg et al., 2007). Further schemes to use for the evaluation of buildings in a larger context to identify trends are also implemented (DOE et al., 2016; The AECB, 2013; The Digital Catapult and Innovate UK, 2016), but again focus on holistic performance without aggregation of data sets in which these performances could be contextually analysed. While construction quality is mentioned as a contributing factor to potential performance defects from designed expectations, methods of identifying
where fabric may be causing a significant effect on internal conditions (and therefore energy used to condition these spaces) are limited.

Currently, the main methods of identifying the faults in construction or the effect that expected wear and tear throughout a buildings use contribute towards a potential deficit in performance Mydin et al. (2012) are walk-round surveys and continuous operations and maintenance records. Building fabric inspection during walk-round surveys and the use of thermography to identify cold-spots where thermal bridging, insufficient or deteriorated insulation may be present (Taileb and Dekkiche, 2015) take time, and given the need to further investigate each potential problem can become a major inhibitor to the full evaluation of a building during POE (Preiser, 2003). In some cases, problems may be missed because of inaccessibility, for example, in non-visible or difficult to access areas such as roofs or behind cladding. However, even technology such as thermal imaging cannot see through walls, and rely on emitted radiation for which, in cases such as thermal bridges around glazing, may not be easily identifiable (Fox et al., 2014). In these situations, the measurement of descriptive space performance aspects is often the next step in identifying why a performance characteristic is being perceived and where “big data” style analytics could be applied to historical building performance records to provide useful insight.

1.3 Performance monitoring and interpretation

Monitoring of space temperatures in conjunction with knowledge of a building’s operational strategy can indicate where potential issues in those monitored spaces may be occurring. For example, a space that does not increase in temperature during a period where the heating in that space is active could indicate a closed valve, a non-responsive sub-system or faulty sensor (Ahmad et al., 2016). Within a large building where there are likely to be several sensors recording multiple aspects in each monitored space, including monitoring of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) equipment, and extracting meaning from such expansive data sets can become difficult (Zhou et al., 2016).

Many difficulties occur when accounting for errors. Typically, a problem with the building is reported, requiring investigation to which historical monitored performance is referenced (Kim et al., 2009). Knowing the location of a potential issue enables the investigator to narrow the review of records to adjacent and related areas, shortening investigation time. If the issue is not identifiable in this way (or is too slight to give a clear distinction of under-performance), there is very little the investigator can use to remediate that performance inhibitor (Djuric and Novakovic, 2009).

Use of BMS performance records to suggest opportunity for performance improvement demonstrate this problem well. A building may be monitored across all measurable metrics; however, without a defined scope in which potential issues can be identified, there is less likelihood of distinguishing normal levels of performance from that outside reasonable expectation (Seem, 2007). Lessons may be learned from outside construction subjects, where Levac et al. (2010) suggests that clarification of purpose, process and interpretation can maximise the usefulness of analysis. Here, automatic recognition of faults and errors is useful in areas where the range of expected monitored variables is known and in which patterns and trends can be quantified. Fault detection and diagnosis is prevalent in HVAC equipment monitoring (Capozzoli et al., 2015), but in space temperature monitoring, there is limited research due to the number of factors contributing to a building’s thermal response. Pattern recognition can however be used to suggest potential faults where the user does not know where to start or if the data used are extensive enough for some patterns to be found (Peña et al., 2016).
Automatic recognition of errors in building conditioning have been developed (Katipamula and Brambley, 2005; Khan et al., 2013), but these mostly apply to specific pieces of equipment where ranges of expected operation are given, outside of which an alarm is triggered. Similarly, spaces can be monitored where excess temperature triggers an alert to the FM to investigate, but these are less common given that building services monitoring would likely preclude this via measurement of the systems providing those conditions. Long-term monitoring overlooks faults with building fabric that may have little immediately identifiable effect on energy consumption, but it contributes to excess energy consumption. For example, an individual space using significantly more heating than others may not be recognised as part of regular monitoring as it may be only part of a group of spaces, or where changes are subtle and performance reduction is not noticed.

In addition to unrecognised errors, gaps in data are another area where limits are imposed on analysis of space temperature performance. Baltazar-Cervantes and Claridge (2002) demonstrated means of rectifying errors in time-series temperature records, with Hu et al. (2014) furthering this for longer-term gaps. As technology now allows monitoring and storage of longer term records (Kim et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2015), gaps in data become less impacting, given the breadth of context made available. Through aggregation of records and accessibility of larger descriptive data sets, the potential for errors and gaps increases, but are also more discountable because of the range of data with which to compare. However, with that larger amount of data, analysis is also then susceptible to interpretation errors such as confirmation bias and causation/correlation misrepresentation (Taleb, 2013).

2. Method
The relationship between internal and external temperature, and the difference between these are investigated, using the rate of change for each to derive potential construction quality or internal conditioning issues within the monitored spaces. In this approach, historical records describing space temperature data are used to show the rate of change in temperature over time, as a function of the difference between external and internal temperature. While this is limited to periods outside normal conditioned hours (as during occupied hours' occupants, lighting and equipment use can alter internal temperature significantly), it shows a subtle distinction of spaces under and over-performing in terms of their heat loss.

2.1 Test cases
Three buildings were used in the development and testing of this method, demonstrating its potential and limitations. Each building is a different type (domestic, non-domestic office and non-domestic school), in which operating conditions and schedule differ significantly, given their purposes. Each has temperature monitoring within several spaces, providing a record over at least one full year and external temperature recorded on each site to provide external context. These buildings were chosen primarily because of availability of their internal space temperature data and as a range of test cases in which the method could be evaluated against varying conditions. These were: limited number of monitored spaces; differences in occupied hours; location and external temperature variation conditions; and method of heating, cooling and ventilation. Floor-plans for each of these buildings are given in Figure 1, with some spaces labelled.

2.1.1 Residential. The residential building is a three-storey dwelling located in south-east England, recently refurbished to provide greater insulation, airtightness and heating system efficiency. Hours of operation (where occupied and assumed heated) were between 17:30 and 09:00. The composition of this building is typical of residential buildings in the UK,
comprising non-insulated cavity walls, though during refurbishment this was supplemented with expanded polystyrene added to the external cladding with space heating provided by a gas central heating. Data for this building were available for a full year (June 2012-May 2013) at hourly intervals. Previous studies by Dowson (2012) on this same building showed an improvement in performance following refurbishment, though this was less than expected in some areas, potentially because of poor construction quality. Thermal bridging was also identified in the living room space using thermography, showing the link to the adjacent house as point of greater than usual heat loss.

2.1.2 School. The school building is a primary school completed in 2014 and located in the north of England. This building received a BREEAM “Excellent” rating and comprises a two-storey conventional rain-screen clad, brick and mortar naturally ventilated and built with spaces dedicated to teaching, childcare and administration. Occupied hours were between 08:00 and 18:00, heated correspondingly with a ramp-up period from 07:00. Data for this building were available for 19 months (September 2014 -April 2016) at 15-minute intervals. A full POE is being conducted on this building after occupants described problems with overheating and trouble maintaining stable temperature in several spaces. During a preliminary walk-round survey, no immediately visible problems were noted, indicating that the rooms were improperly conditioned, nor were there behavioural issues noted, such as interaction with equipment or window opening when that would cause such problems.

2.1.3 Office. The office building is a high-performance office located in the north of England and completed in 2013. It comprises 14-storeys (of which 9 are repeated floor-plans) and uses a double-skin façade to minimise solar gain during summer and provide a means of preheating supply air during winter. The building is occupied between 08:00 and 19:00, with heating provided via conditioned air through plenum variable air volume (VAV) boxes into perimeter heated spaces and passive chilled beams for cooling. Each repeated floor comprises mainly of open-plan spaces, with meeting rooms and small server rooms around a central atrium, into which cross-ventilation was planned during design. Data were available for this building at 30-minute intervals between August 2014 and March 2016. All spaces were monitored throughout the building; however, in several, errors in recording meant data were unsuitable for analysis, resulting in a subset of the total spaces where data were available being used.
2.2 Data collection and processing

Prior to data analysis, significant amounts of pre-processing were undertaken to ensure the data were suitable for analysis without potential for erroneous records to influence results. Python was chosen as the language used to parse, transform and output results from the historical temperature records, using the Pandas package (McKinney, 2010), because of its time-series data handling capabilities.

For each building the time-series data were sorted according to its time-stamp and re-sampled to a common interval. For example, where records logged non-uniform interval data, records were made uniform with the corresponding values linearly interpolated to fit. In all buildings, the data were re-sampled to half-hourly intervals for ease of comparison, and where gaps larger than two-intervals were found, these were left null to prevent incorrectly estimated data impacting the analysis outcome. Errors, such as values outside reasonably expected limits because of faulty or incorrectly calibrated sensors, were accounted for by removing values outside the winsorised mean between the 10th and 90th percentiles ± 10 standard deviations.

Seasonality was not accounted for here, meaning any time periods where there was a disproportionate representation of different seasons (for example, where data represented one winter and two summer periods) was not tested for; however, given the number of individual days in which the following method was applied, this would have little effect on the outcome.

2.2.1 Temperature difference/change in temperature difference. The difference between the internal (Ti) and external (To) monitored temperatures is the basis of this analysis. While external temperature drops, the amount of energy required to maintain a specific internal temperature above the outside value under the same level of internal gain increases. In this analysis, we are not looking at energy consumed by HVAC systems, only the response of the room once these systems have been switched off. Therefore, after completion of the analysis, the hours used to identify potential differences in space composition or use are limited to those directly after heating (as all buildings here are in a primarily heating-based climate) has been switched off.

A typical daily room temperature profile for the school is shown in Figure 2 compared with external temperature, showing that as the heating switches off at 18:30 (and cleaners leave shortly after this at around 19:15), the internal temperature drops in proportion with the drop in external temperature. This is primarily because of losses through fabric in conjunction with loss to adjacent, cooler spaces within the building. If the building is uniformly conditioned and of the same composition and construction quality throughout, each space would be the same temperature at this point, meaning an externally adjacent space would lose heat faster than internal spaces. In the figure, a sharp drop in internal temperature can be seen on 20 May, most likely as a result of an open window, demonstrating the impact of user behaviour on the monitored conditions within a space.
Conversely, the lack of user interaction in unheated spaces over the weekend, show the gradual loss of heat through conduction and infiltration as the space returns to ambient conditions.

For all monitored rooms, the difference between internal and external temperature at each point in time sampled is calculated. As these tend to vary greatly because of the variability of both internal and external heat gains and losses contributing to this difference, the rate of change over time is also calculated using the gradient of this temperature difference (Figure 3). Decreasing the interval between sample points would smooth these results, but for the purposes of testing, a high sample rate is useful owing to the potential for inclusion of cumulative errors. The most important part of this data is the period after the conditioning is switched off to understand each monitored rooms response to a steadily decreasing external temperature.

Figure 4 shows a changing relationship over the course of the day by plotting these two values against each other for each sampled time. During occupied hours when heating is on and spaces are being used, the majority of spaces maintain a constant internal temperature.

Figure 3. Difference between internal and external temperatures and the rate of change at each time-step (for school base room 5)

Figure 4. Scatter plot showing the gradient of the difference in temperature plotted against the difference in temperature at the same point in time (for residential living room)
against a gradual change in external temperature. This results in a wider spread in these plotted points, and conversely a narrower spread after the heating is switched off, when the rate of change in internal temperature is a proportion of the rate of change in external temperature. Generally, a drop in temperature inside coincides with a drop in temperature outside, but in some cases, where internal gains are present, this can be seen as a wider spread of points during unoccupied or unconditioned hours.

Two mechanisms are being presented in Figure 4, showing that during cool-down hours (06:00-09:00 in the residential example), the greater the difference between internal and external temperature, the greater the rate of change in that temperature difference over time. During heat-up hours (18:00-21:00 in the residential example), the inverse is true, meaning the rate of change in temperature difference is greater at lower temperature differentials.

2.2.2 Average rate of change of temperature. For each room and at each sampled time, a slight relationship can be found between temperature difference and rate of change during times at the start of, and following conditioned hours. For each time period relationship illustrated in Figure 4, the average slope between all points gives a value for the rate of change in temperature that room experiences, as a function of the internal/external temperature difference. A line of fit with gradient above 0 shows a space heating up, with an increasing gradient demonstrating a faster response to changing temperature. A line of fit with gradient below 0 shows a space cooling down, with the magnitude of that negative gradient describing the speed of thermal response. Generally, a room with no building services intervention would be expected to respond to a decrease in external temperature with a slight lag and rate of change that initially increases, then decreases. Those spaces with potential problems in their conditioning or fabric would show a different response to other monitored spaces in the same building.

Plotting the average slope of each time-step in Figure 4 for each space shows a clear distinction between those spaces responding differently to the temperature difference than the rest of the monitored spaces. Figures 5-7 show how each monitored space in the three buildings compare with other spaces in the same building, in terms of their cooling and heating sensitivity to the rate of change of the internal and external temperature difference. The key periods after heating has been switched off are most interesting, as they show the spaces’ response to changing temperature difference without additional influence from artificial conditioning and are indicated. The analysis period shown in each plot contains the data from which further statistical analysis is performed. Spaces outside the general trend are those potentially warranting further examination, and are those highlighted on each plot demonstrating their thermal response amidst all other monitored spaces. Average internal and
external temperatures are also shown for context, with a small error in Figure 7 where the air-handling system starts at 06:00, resulting in greater airflow around the sensor and a noticeable drop in perceived external temperature.

Figure 5 for the residential building shows that the living room (where thermography showed thermal bridging against an adjacent, less efficient building) is marginally more susceptible to changing internal/external temperature difference than the other two monitored spaces. Similar patterns can be seen in the school (Figure 6) in the gym, atrium and Parent room 1, and in the office building (Figure 7) for Level 4 Meeting room 8. These indicate that each space is losing heat at a rate greater than the average of all other spaces. In the school, several spaces show significant difference from the average thermal response, notably the Crèche and Nurture Room 1 where occupant complaints had been noted during the POE. As these lose heat at a greater than average rate after occupied hours, they behave more thermally lightweight in response to conditioning during occupied hours, suggesting potential overheating.

The office building shows far lower variation in rate of temperature change during unconditioned hours as expected given its double façade configuration mitigating heat loss, and close control maintaining a setback temperature outside occupied hours. Spaces deviating from the normal pattern indicate another issue impacting that spaces temperature change, such as operational difference or change in use.

Figure 6. School building thermal response

Figure 7. Office building thermal response
3. Results
As each room has a different purpose and use, each shows a slight difference from the average response of the entire building; however, those that are significantly different in terms of their response to changing internal and external temperature difference can be immediately identified. Each building is investigated to identify why these differences occur, and determine whether the quantification of the values portrayed in Figures 5-7 can be used to determine whether this difference is significant enough to warrant further attention. Quantification of difference is achieved through obtaining the average slope within the analysis period, for which linear regression is used to determine goodness of fit from those points within that period, shown in Table I.

Quantification of these results enable to investigator to quickly identify which rooms require most attention, using the average rate of change within the analysis periods. Confidence in the results shown so far has been overlooked in favour of visually comparing each space with the average. Arranging each monitored place in order of its average rate of change after occupied hours (when heating is switched off) shows those rooms where heat is lost at a greater and slower rate than others. The analysis periods here represent between 24 and 30 distinct measurements; however, given the changeability of the slope within these points, the $R^2$ value for set of data remains low. This is particularity so in the office where overnight conditioning maintains a set-back temperature, resulting in a rapidly changing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Slope average</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A: Residential (n = 30)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living room</td>
<td>−0.70</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom 2</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedroom 1</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B: School (n = 24)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurture room 1</td>
<td>−3.88</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creche</td>
<td>−3.78</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloak room</td>
<td>−3.27</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training room</td>
<td>−3.25</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>−2.41</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent room 1</td>
<td>−1.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office 3</td>
<td>−1.54</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrium</td>
<td>−0.75</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gym</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C: Office (n = 24)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L03 C3Z2</td>
<td>−15.03</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L06 C3Z3</td>
<td>−14.89</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L06 C3Z1</td>
<td>−14.67</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L04 C2Z2</td>
<td>−14.30</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>−12.64</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L09 C1Z1</td>
<td>−9.98</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11 Mig1</td>
<td>−9.52</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L00 Mig3</td>
<td>−9.11</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L04 Mig8</td>
<td>−6.13</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Average slope and $R^2$ for the analysis period
slope. While closeness of fit is low, the slope average values indicate those spaces at the extremes of the thermal responses across all monitored spaces, and therefore those with the greatest and least sensitivity to changing temperature.

3.1 Residential building
As only three spaces were monitored in this building, quantification of each spaces thermal response in comparison with the average of the whole building is limited. However, by using the data in conjunction with previous in-depth investigation by Dowson (2012), some initial conclusions may be reached regarding application to small sample sizes. Figure 8 shows the two most extreme spaces from the overall average (taken from Figure 5), which show very little deviation from the average, except for in the living room where the space loses heat overnight and early in the day. This corresponds to the previous study finding of thermal bridging between the space and the adjacent building, and suggests the living room responds quicker to temperature differences than other monitored spaces.

3.2 School building
The two spaces at the extremes of the range of thermal responses in the school are plotted in Figure 10. The position of these spaces in the school building shows that they are both externally adjacent, although respond differently to an internal and external temperature differential. The opportunity to investigate these spaces further allowed a walk-round and thermography survey to identify potential reasons for this difference.

In Nurture Room 1 two reasons for a greater than average heat loss during occupied hours were found to be thermal bridging at the junction between an internal and external wall, and its adjacency to a continuously mechanically cooled server room (Figure 9). The gym was found to be conditioned outside normal hours because of its use after school hours for activities; and given its size and amount of airflow expected for a space of this type more closely matched the change in external temperature and greater than average rate of heat loss overnight (Figure 10).

3.3 Office building
Of the number of monitored spaces within the office, only 31 per cent contained error-free data suitable for analysis. This suggests the need for additional pre-processing of data containing errors to enable inclusion of a far greater number of spaces. However, the number

![Figure 8. Difference between individual spaces and average of the whole residential building](image-url)
of spaces monitored here is the largest of the buildings evaluated, providing the most data-rich environment in which the methodology is tested. The method of conditioning within the office is also of interest because of its use of mechanical ventilation providing a constant setback temperature outside conditioned hours, shown in Figure 11 as the rapidly changing thermal response as internal temperature drops along with building services provision of heat to maintain that setback.

Level 04 Meeting room 08 shows a greater heat loss rate than the average for all rooms, which was further investigated using lighting and small power records and then visual inspection. Greater out-of-hours use of power within the space was identified as a result of changes in use, which were discovered to be the testing of electrocution equipment instead of intended use as a meeting space. This change resulted in mechanical heating and ventilation being required to keep this space at the set-back temperature, which in turn led to a perceived greater than average heat loss rate due to this conditioning compared with other spaces during a similar time period.

4. Conclusion
This basic analysis of internal and external temperatures neither considers the equipment used to service the monitored spaces, the use of each space nor allows the comparison

Notes: (a) Nurture room 1 thermal bridging; (b) nurture room 1 cooled adjacent room; (c) gym air leakage and slight thermal bridging

Figure 9. Thermal images from school

Figure 10. Difference between individual spaces and average of the whole school building
between different buildings (as the average of the whole building’s performance is the metric by which space temperature comparison is possible). However, the basic information required for this analysis and the procedure described here demonstrate the potential for use of large sets of descriptive space temperature data to indicate where there may be issues in the fabric, conditioning or use of a space in context with that space’s heating and cooling provisions. Temperature is one of the most commonly recorded performance metrics, meaning its application for analysis is more likely than equipment performance data that many buildings would not have access to, nor have implemented. As part of the information making up what is truly “big data”, basic data analysis can be used to provide a more thorough understanding of a building’s behaviour and demonstrate opportunities to improve building performance through re-commissioning of building services, calibration of sensing equipment and remediation of poor fabric detailing. A key requirement of analysis is that the data used are accessible and representative, which was found to be a major limitation in this study. Of the total number of sensors from which data could have been obtained in the office test case, only 31 per cent were found to be usable due to incorrect calibration, errors in reading and non-reporting. Comparison of alike rooms shows variation across their response to changing internal and external temperature differentials, indicating that there is potential for these differences to be further investigated and identified. For example, the three spaces in the office with the greatest rate of heat loss are on its windward side, which should not impact their performance given its double façade configuration. This indicates that there may be an issue with the construction quality on this portion of the façade.

The limitations of this particular procedure have been given, but improvements to the process which could also be applied to other descriptive building performance data are as follows:

- Analysis of data over longer periods would give a clearer and valid value for each space’s temperature difference/gradient of temperature difference. This could however also bring additional uncertainty as spaces and building services provisions may change over time.
- Higher resolution data sets would enable more confidence in the values calculated, especially in the comparative ranking of spaces.
- Basic reasons for the differences in slope have been identified as differences in internal gains between monitored spaces, potential fabric problems, locations within
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**Figure 11.**
Difference between individual spaces and average of the whole office building
the building and mechanical conditioning. Grouping analyses into spaces externally adjacent should show more clearly where problems such as thermal bridging and poor insulation are most likely. In buildings where spaces are internal only (such as the office used here) or those where there are limited number of externally adjacent spaces, a large difference between spaces may not be seen.

- Rather than ranking an individual spaces performance based on the slope of points within its analysis period, the average difference between the space and the average for all monitored spaces may give greater indication of performance disparity.

- Application to other descriptive data sets could show where equipment or services are being used ineffectively. For example, daylight dimming controlled lighting could be assessed using lighting load and external luminance levels to show the relationship between lighting power demand and available natural lighting.

Future work will integrate this method of assessment into a Building Information Model (BIM) supported tool, utilising BMS output and an as-built model containing as-designed performance information, providing a method of evaluating a building against its intended performance.
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